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Facilitating Change
City Matters’ Transparency Report for 2018 is designed to share our experience of implementing one of
our four Strategic Pillars - Facilitating Change.
As a social enterprise, we are committed to promoting the work of the social sector in the UK, as well as
that of other social enterprise groups and organisations.
We have also pledged to encourage more diverse ways of working and incorporating socially-minded
firms into our supply chain. In this report we will detail the four steps we have taken to Facilitate Change
over the past 12 months.

01
Camden Society
City Publishing Ltd has been working in partnership
with The Camden Society since the company’s
formation in August 2017, offering paid pathways into
work for the clients they support.
The charity works with individuals with special
educational needs, offering guidance and support as
they strive to lead more independent lives.

What we do
Induction: Potential Pathways Programme partners are
welcomed into our main office to meet the team and gain a
sense of their proposed value to the company.
Training: Working directly with the distribution manager
and their job support worker, recruits are versed in the
responsibilities of a distribution agent and expectations of
employees.
Support: Each client requires a unique support structure.
The City Matters team provides support across all areas
including social skills, communication, presentation, confidence
and confidence in the workplace.

Measuring impact
City Publishing Ltd has welcomed 10 new members of staff into
our distribution team since August 2017 - all have had learning
difficulties of varying description.
Employment has lasted between two months to a full year
depending on the capabilities of each individual and their
personal desire to move on to more challenging work
environments.
Half of all staff were hired through our partnership with The
Camden Society.

Suzanne Thomson:
The Camden Society’s Job Broker
“The role gives people the opportunity to develop their travel skills, timekeeping skills and skills in
dealing with members of the public, as well as keeping them fit, active and giving them a chance to
get to know a part of their city they didn’t often know well before.
“They keep the process informal, using work trials rather than interviews and a “show not tell”
approach to training which helps people who have disabilities demonstrate their skills as
naturally as possible.
“Our candidates appreciate the sense of community of being part of the City Matters team, feel
more confident, and look forward to going to work.”

02
City Matters Challenge
City Matters proudly hosted The Camden Society’s
Apprenticeship Programme for a special project in May
2018.
Divided into two teams, five clients were challenged
with prospecting a new delivery route on the City fringe,
and then interviewing and delivering newspapers to
receptive new readers.
Each team made a record of where they had delivered
and delivered feedback to the rest of the team at HQ.

Measuring impact
As a result of the inaugural City Matters Challenge, City
Matters was able to identify two new distribution routes
towards the Shoreditch side of the Square Mile.
These routes are currently under consideration by the board as
we plot our expansion into the City fringe.
Participants reported enjoying the task, thriving under the
responsibility of contributing as part of a team.
The challenge contributed to part of the year-long
Apprenticeship Programme hosted by The Camden Society.

Abigail White:
The Camden Society’s Social Enterprise Manager
“ I think everyone enjoyed the City Matters Challenge, including myself!
“It was great to see the guys step out of their comfort zones with such success also.
“Everyone was very excited to receive their certificates of achievement.”

03
Social Platform
While holding the ear of the some of the City of
London’s key stakeholders and decision makers, City
Matters has committed to getting the message of the
social movement in front of those who hold the power
to Facilitate Change.
Every edition we dedicate one page to guest columnists
representing social enterprises across the Capital. This
message then appears on our website and is pushed out
through our social channels.

Measuring impact
Social Matters has been warmly welcomed by organisations
positioned all along the social spectrum.
We have hosted columnists from the likes of Zurich, LV= and
Mace Group, all of whom are signed up to the Buy Social
Corporate Challenge.
Conversely we also provide a platform for the social
enterprises striving to deliver change, and have welcomed the
likes of Belu Water, WildHearts and Change Please as guest
contributors.

04
Our Supply Chain
Even the smallest social enterprises have a supply chain.
City Publishing boasts close ties with Social Enterprise
Press, a printing company that allows us to produce
marketing material with the knowledge that our sales
receipts are going to supporting disadvantaged youths
via their own social mission.
*Sadly no data regarding SE Press’ impact was available
at time of publishing.

Summary of
Deliverables

10
People with learning
difficulties helped into
employment through our
Pathways Programme

While the true extent of our work with the clients of The Camden Society, or
the influence we have on our readers in respect of their attitudes towards
social enterprise, cannot fit into this report, we are proud to offer a summary
of deliverables that provide us a platform to build on next year.

£15,200 40,000
(approx) Invested directly into
employing staff through the
Pathways Programme

Readers introduced to major
players in the social sector on
a regular basis across online
and print

